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Issues & Programs List

Fourth Quarter 2013
10/1/13 – 12/31/13

1.  Jobs / Business / Career Insights / the Economy

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – A program on managing your finances at Christmastime, 
with financial experts Scott and Bethany Palmer. They discussed how couples can 
communicate openly about the holiday budget while navigating Christmastime 
expenses, gift giving, expectations and feelings of entitlement in their kids.
 Aired 11/25/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

2. Women’s Issues 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  -  In a program on exposing the dark world of human 
trafficking, Former US Congresswoman Linda Smith discussed the alarming prevalence 
of modern-day human trafficking, what is being done domestically to protect victims, 
and how parents and youth leaders can teach the warning signs to their children.
Aired 12/5/13 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  -  In a second program on exposing the dark world of human 
trafficking, Former US Congresswoman Linda Smith discussed the alarming prevalence 
of modern-day human trafficking, what is being done domestically to protect victims, 
and how parents and youth leaders can teach the warning signs to their children.
Aired 12/6/13 at 9 pm 30 min 
                                                                           
FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  -  Clinical psychologist Debbie Cherry discussed ways that a 
strong woman can contribute the best elements in a marriage to a sense of fulfillment, 
and  that the strengths and skills she possesses are a key to the balance of a mutually 
rewarding and successful relationship.   
Aired 12/10/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  - Continuation of the discussion with clinical psychologist Dr. 
Debbie Cherry who discussed ways that a strong woman can contribute the best 
elements in a marriage to a sense of fulfillment, and  that the strengths and skills she 
possesses are a key to the balance of a mutually rewarding and successful relationship.   
Aired 12/11/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Conversation with author and speaker Dr. Tony Evans and 
author and speaker Chrystal Hurst discussed how having a sense of their personal 
worth can dramatically change how women can face challenges in business, family and 
community life, overcoming the pressures of contemporary culture on women to fit a 
certain mold. Practical information on living to your full potential based on the strength a 
woman possesses rather than what culture says she lacks to live up to a falsely 
imposed standard.       Aired 12/26/13 at 9 pm 30 min 



FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Part 2  of conversation with author and speaker Dr. Tony 
Evans and author/speaker Chrystal Hurst who discussed how having a sense of their 
personal worth can dramatically change how women can face challenges in business, 
family and community life, overcoming the pressures of contemporary culture on women 
to fit a certain mold. Practical information on living to your full potential based on the 
strength a woman possesses rather than what culture says she lacks to live up to a 
falsely imposed standard. 
Aired 12/27/13 at 9 pm 30 min 

Each fall KANN encourages listeners to support the work of non-profit  women’s 
resource/pregnancy care organizations where women can go and receive free clothing, 
diapers, formula, as well as free pregnancy tests for women in need of these items and 
services.  Centers we support on the air include the Ogden Pregnancy Care Center and 
the Pregnancy Resource Center of Salt Lake City Centers. 
There were approx. 20 mentions of varying length, aired live from 10/7/13 through 
10/18/13 between 6 am & 7 pm.

3. Men’s Issues

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  - Bono, the lead singer for legendary rock band U2 and co-
founder of the ONE Campaign shared his insight as a husband of 30 years and a father 
of four children.  How his faith in Jesus Christ motivates him to use his celebrity status 
to fight for social justice around the world.
Aired 12/2/13 at 9 pm 30 min     

4. Family & Parenting Issues

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – Drs. Henry Cloud and John Townsend discussed the 
importance of parents to define appropriate boundaries and stick with consequences for 
their children.  How boundaries help kids learn to lead balanced, productive, and 
fulfilling adult lives. They shared information from their books, “Boundaries with Teens” 
by Dr. John Townsend & “Boundaries,” Dr. Henry Cloud, Dr. John Townsend
Aired 10/7/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – In part 2 of the previous day’s discussion,  Drs. Henry 
Cloud and John Townsend discussed the importance of parents to define appropriate 
boundaries and stick with consequences for their children.  How boundaries help kids 
learn to lead balanced, productive, and fulfilling adult lives. They shared information 
from their books, “Boundaries with Teens” by Dr. John Townsend & “Boundaries,” Dr. 
Henry Cloud, Dr. John Townsend
Aired 10/8/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – Focus on the Family President Jim Daly and co-host John 
Fuller shared listener-submitted stories on the journey and blessings of adoption.
Aired 10/9/13 at 9 pm 30 min  



10/8/13 - morning DJ Scott Herrold interviewed the Veggie Tales character “Larry the 
Cucumber” who talked about their latest project teaching children about their personal 
value and worth, with the message,  “God made you special, and you have a purpose.” 
Live conversation was 2 ½ minutes, aired at 7:10 AM and repeated  at 9:10 AM.

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – Mary Beth Lagerborg, co-author of the bestseller, “Once-A-
Month Cooking” discussed the importance of hospitality and how families can prioritize 
dinner time by cooking a month’s worth of healthy meals in one session.
Aired 10/14/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – Author Lorilee Craker helped parents navigate common 
scenarios surrounding preschool-age children, from chores to bedtime to social 
behavior. Aired 10/16/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – Dr. Bob and Cheryl Reccord shared advice on the 
challenges faced in raising kids, including when to be a friend to your maturing child by 
asking questions instead of giving advice and taking a “tough love” approach by 
allowing them to experience the consequences of their actions.
Aired 10/21/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – Dr. Bob and Cheryl Reccord shared even more advice on 
the challenges faced in raising kids, including when to be a friend to your maturing child 
by asking questions instead of giving advice and taking a “tough love” approach by 
allowing them to experience the consequences of their actions.
Aired 10/22/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

October 1st-31st  DJ’s gave information on family friendly/kid safe alternatives to 
Halloween trick-or-treating. Approx. 50 mentions of varying length were aired live 
between 6 am and 7 pm over the 31 day period.

Weekend Magazine –  A panel of guests including Kathi Lipp, Carol Barnier, Sheri Rose 
Shepherd, Ted Cunningham discussed letting your kids grow up, as well as working 
through a personality clash with your child.  They shared material from their books, “21 
Ways to Connect with Your Kids” by Kathi Lipp, “Trophy Child” by Ted Cunningham & 
“Life Is Not a Dress Rehearsal” by Sheri Rose Shepherd & John Perry   .
Aired 11/3/13 at 6 am 55 min 

Weekend Magazine –  A panel that included Del Tackett, Kathi Lipp, Sheri Rose 
Shepherd, and Ted Cunningham discussed. How parents can powerfully influence their 
sons to grow to be happy and fulfilled men. Material was used from Sheri Shepherd’s 
book, “Preparing Him for the Other Woman.”
Aired 11/10/13 at 6 am 55 min 



FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – Guests Gail Wahl and Amanda Olivero accompanied by 
her daughter Amanda share the story of how she and her husband becoming foster 
parents, and their family’s eventual decision to adopt Amanda just twelve days before 
she aged out of the system. 
Aired 11/4/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – Uncovering the Dangers of Hooking Up, Drs. Freda  
McKissic Bush and Joe McIhaney discussed the new science that shows the impact 
various hormones have on the brain, the widespread “hook-up” culture found across 
college campuses, and the importance of parents talking to their children about 
sexuality. They shared material from their book, “Girls Uncovered: New Research on 
What America’s Sexual culture does to Young Women by Joe S. McIlhaney, Freda 
McKissic Bush, and Stan Guthrie.
Aired 11/13/13 at 9 pm 30 min  
 
FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – Uncovering the Dangers of Hooking Up, Drs. Freda  
McKissic Bush and Joe McIhaney discussed the new science that shows the impact 
various hormones have on the brain, the widespread “hook-up” culture found across 
college campuses, and the importance of parents talking to their children about 
sexuality. They shared material from their book, “Girls Uncovered: New Research on 
What America’s Sexual culture does to Young Women by Joe S. McIlhaney, Freda 
McKissic Bush, and Stan Guthrie.
Aired 11/14/13 at 9 pm 30 min  
 
FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – In a program entitled, “ A Heart for Orphans,” recording 
artist Steven Curtis Chapman and his wife, Mary Beth, discussed the plight of orphans 
and encouraged listeners to support orphan-care ministries and consider adoption. 
Mary Beth shared material from her book, “Choosing to See: A Journey of Struggle and 
Hope.”
Aired 11/15/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  –  Dr. Kevin Leman gave practical advice for parenting 
powerful kids. He shared information to help parents identify and direct their child’s 
strong-willed nature without crushing their spirit, and giving them the greatest 
opportunity to reach their potential. He included material from his books, “Have New Kid 
by Friday,” and “Have a New Teenager by Friday.”      
Aired 11/18/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – Dr. Kevin Leman gave practical advice for parenting 
powerful kids. He shared information to help parents identify and direct their child’s 
strong-willed nature without crushing their spirit, and giving them the greatest 
opportunity to reach their potential. He included material from his books, “Have New Kid 
by Friday,” and “Have a New Teenager by Friday.”      
Aired 11/19/13 at 9 pm 30 min  



FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – Author Kay Wyma encouraged parents to counter self-
absorption in their children with responsibility, life skills and awareness of those in need 
to give them the best sense of accomplishment, self-worth and satisfaction.
Aired 11/26/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – More discussion with author Kay Wyma who encouraged 
parents to counter self-absorption in their children with responsibility, life skills and 
awareness of those in need to give them the best sense of accomplishment, self-worth 
and satisfaction.
Aired 11/27/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

12/9/13 Johnny Diaz, singer and author with a special message to young people 
encouraging them in the area of their self-image and that there is an important purpose 
for every person in life. 30 minutes, 9 AM.

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – Psychologist  Dr. Greg and Erin Smalley answered listener 
questions on how to successfully navigate family relationships during the holidays and 
help couples work as a team to balance chores, budgets and family demands.
Aired 12/9/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – In a discussion on preparing sons to be great husbands 
and fathers, author Sheri Rose Shepherd discusses ways for parents to proactively train 
sons to become husbands and fathers of integrity, responsibility and respect.
Aired 12/12/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – A continuation of the discussion on preparing sons to be 
great husbands and fathers, author Sheri Rose Shepherd discussed ways for parents to 
proactively train sons to become husbands and fathers of integrity, responsibility and 
respect.
Aired 12/13/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – Popular author Dannah Gresh gave practical advice to 
parents on how to prepare their daughters for the many changes that accompany 
puberty, as well as how to teach younger girls to understand and accept the beauty that 
God has given them. She included information from her book, “Six Ways to Keep the 
‘Little’ in your Girl.”
Aired 12/16/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

12/19/13 – 2 min recorded interview with Dr. Greg Smalley who gave advice on marriage & 
the importance of resolving conflict.– 7:35 AM and 9:35 AM

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – Counselors & authors Arch Hart and Sylvia Hart Frejd 
discussed the impact of technology’s influx into everyday family life, and helped parents 
to better understand and manage their family’s interactions with digital media. They 
discussed the importance of a balance of rest and entertainment in healthy family life.
Aired 12/30/13 at 9 pm 30 min  



FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – More information from counselors & authors Arch Hart and 
Sylvia Hart Frejd as they discussed the impact of technology’s influx into everyday 
family life, and helped parents to better understand and manage their family’s 
interactions with digital media. They discussed the importance of a balance of rest and 
entertainment in healthy family life.
Aired 12/31/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

Ongoing, LIVE - JD Smith is the KANN personality on the air Monday – Friday, 11 am to 2 
pm. He is the father of 5 children who came to his family as foster children. He and his wife 
have adopted 4 of these children and are attempting to adopt the 5th. JD works with the 
Department of Family Services and Foster Connect, agencies to assist families in the area 
of fostering and sometimes adopting children who need stable homes. He talks daily about 
his family and various aspects of entering and navigating the foster and adoptive family life 
both legally and practically.

Family Life This Week – Hosted by authors and family experts Bob Lepine and Ashley 
Eskew of Family Life Ministries. Family Life Ministries is a national organization producing 
radio programs and conducting seminars across the country led by a team of family 
experts, psychologists, authors and counselors. The radio programs and seminars are 
designed to teach parents how to develop a parenting style that conveys patience & 
support, and results in a home environment of stability and balance where children feel 
secure, special and are nurtured to be all that their potential makes possible.                 
Airs every Sunday at 6:30 am, 27 min. .

5. Marriage

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – Marriage counseling team Bill and Pam Farrel give helpful 
advice for couples navigating the first five years of marriage and encourage them to set 
an early standard of healthy communication and conflict as they shared material from 
their books, including, “The 10 Best Decision a Couple can Make” & “Thriving in the 
Early Years of Marriage.” 
Aired 10/1/13 at 9 pm 30 min  
 
FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – Part 2 of the discussion with marriage counseling team Bill 
and Pam Farrel give helpful advice for couples navigating the first five years of marriage 
and encourage them to set an early standard of healthy communication and conflict as 
they shared material from their books, including, “The 10 Best Decision a Couple can 
Make” & “Thriving in the Early Years of Marriage.” 
Aired 10/2/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – Speaker and author Karen Ehman the importance of 
confronting control issues found within marriage and parenting and offered practical tips 
on attaining the healthy balance in relationships.
Aired 10/3/13 at 9 pm 30 min  



FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – Further insights from speaker and author Karen Ehman the 
importance of confronting control issues found within marriage and parenting and 
offered practical tips on attaining the healthy balance in relationships.
Aired 10/4/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – Tom and Sandy Ralya told their story of “How Mentoring 
Saved Our Marriage” and how a small number of friends and mentors challenged them 
to face the truth about their relationship and deal honestly with their difficult relationship 
issues, which lead to the redemption of their broken marriage.
Aired 10/10/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – Further conversation with Tom and Sandy Ralya as they 
told their story of “How Mentoring Saved Our Marriage” and how a small number of 
friends and mentors challenged them to face the truth about their relationship and deal 
honestly with their difficult relationship issues, which lead to the redemption of their 
broken marriage.
Aired 10/11/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – Dr. Emerson Eggerichs, author of the Love & Respect 
series of marriage books and conferences, explained his difficult experience of growing 
up in a broken home of adultery, violence and abandonment, and how he eventually 
found healing for himself and his entire family. 
Aired 10/17/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – 10/18  Marriage counselors Bill and Pam Farrel shared 
practical advice on how newly married couples can communicate effectively on the 
sensitive topic of intimacy as they indluded information from their book, “Red-Hot 
Monogamy.” 
Aired 10/18/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – Author and relationship coach Leslie Vernick offered 
practical help to women on how to establish healthy boundaries and break free from 
marital abuse by identifying damaging behaviors, staying safe and responding wisely as 
she shared from her book, "The Emotionally Destructive Marriage.” 
Aired 10/23/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  –Author and relationship coach Leslie Vernick offered 
practical help to women on how to establish healthy boundaries and break free from 
marital abuse by identifying damaging behaviors, staying safe and responding wisely as 
she shared from her book, "The Emotionally Destructive Marriage.” 
Aired 10/24/13 at 9 pm 30 min  



FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – Dr. Walt Larimore M.D. used information from his book, 
“The Honeymoon of Your Dreams” and gives advice on  what it means for husbands to 
honor and value their wives 
Aired 11/6/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – Continuation of the discussion with Dr. Walt Larimore M.D. 
who used information from his book, “The Honeymoon of Your Dreams” and gives 
advice on  what it means for husbands to honor and value their wives 
Aired 11/7/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – Author and counselor Leslie Vernick discussed material 
from her book, “The Emotionally Destructive Relationship “ and how to respond wisely 
and productively when wronged by your spouse.
Aired 12/19/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – Part 2  of the conversation with author and counselor 
Leslie Vernick as she discussed material from her book, “The Emotionally Destructive 
Relationship “ and how to respond wisely and productively when wronged by your 
spouse.     
Aired 12/20/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

Weekend Magazine –  Authors Patricia Ashley, Priscilla Shirer, and Lysa TerKeurst 
discussed the importance of having only realistic expectations of a spouse. They talked 
about keeping control of our emotions, and how there’s hope that even e a broken 
marriage can be restored. Lysa TerKeurst shared from her book, “Unglued.”
Aired 12/29/13 at 6 am 55 min 

6. Political/Governmental Issues

KANN – is committed to providing our listeners with information on current events & information. 
We are an affiliate of the SRN Network News. With live news reporters covering daily news 
around the globe, we are able to deliver the most up-to-the-minute information to our listeners on 
events that are important to making lifestyle choices and decisions. This includes information on 
the latest political, financial, health and governmental developments as they happen, as well as 
general World events. 

The News schedule is as follows: 

Monday – Friday Saturday Sunday
1 am - 3 min 1 am - 3 min 1 pm – 3 min
6:55 am - 3 min 6 am - 3 min
8 am –  3 min 7 am - 3 min
9 am –  3 min 8am - 3 min
12 pm – 3 min 1 pm – 3 min
1 pm –  3 min 4 pm – 3 min
4 pm –  3 min 6 pm – 3 min
7 pm  – 3 min
10 pm – 3 min



7. Health & Public Safety Issues

October 1st-31st  DJ’s gave information on family friendly/kid safe alternatives to 
Halloween trick-or-treating. Approx. 50 mentions of varying length were aired live 
between 6 am and 7 pm over the 31 day period.

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  – In a special program for Veteran’s Day, U.S. Army Major 
Scotty Smiley, along with his wife Tiffany, told the remarkable story of finding the 
strength and mental health in the midst of a grueling recovery, after being blinded by a 
car bombing in Iraq. They shared information from his book, “Hope Unseen: The Story 
of the U.S. First Blind Active-Duty Officer.”   Aired 11/11/13 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  –  Part 2 of the conversation with U.S. Army Major Scotty 
Smiley, along with his wife Tiffany, as they told the remarkable story of finding the 
strength and mental health in the midst of a grueling recovery, after being blinded by a 
car bombing in Iraq. They shared information from his book, “Hope Unseen: The Story 
of the U.S. First Blind Active-Duty Officer.”
 Aired 11/12/13 at 9 pm 30 min  

12/12/13 - 8 min live at 8:05 am. – Chef Philip Dell discussing the importance of a 
healthy diet, sharing practical cooking tips and healthy recipes.  

Unshackled – True life stories of men and women who have been addicted to drugs 
and/or alcohol or have struggled with another life-controlling abuse problem and how 
they overcame the addiction and found a way to live free of the hold it had on them. A 
different person’s life story is dramatized every day. Telephone contact information is 
given so that anyone who wants further assistance can talk to someone and get 
personal help.
Airs Monday – Friday at 5:30 am. 29 min.  

8. Homelessness/Poverty/ Human Suffering 

DJ’s informed listeners of the efforts of the local branch of the international aid 
organization “Samaritan’s Purse” to create shoeboxes containing Christmas gifts for 
needy children in some of the most devastated regions of the World. 11/17 – 11/24/13 
was collection/drop-off week for the “Operation Christmas Child Shoebox Program” 
that Samaritan’s Purse conducts each year. Samaritan’s Purse provides food, medical 
aid and survival necessities to destitute and suffering people around the World, typically 
being among the first responders in times of natural disasters and where wars have 
brought human suffering. Their “Operation Christmas Child – Shoebox Program” 
delivers millions of Christmas gifts every year to suffering kids. 



9/31-10/4/13 - promoted Operation Christmas Child kickoff week  – Approx. 12 
mentions (total) of varying length were made on the air live between 7 am and 7 pm 
each day during this week.

10/29/13 – Operation Christmas Child representative Brenda Meehan was a guest on 
the afternoon show at 5:25 pm with a live 10 min. interview talking about their initiative.

10/7 – 11/15/13 – encouraged listeners to get involved in the Operation Christmas Child 
project by creating shoeboxes to be donated, as well as the opportunity to volunteer at 
the “Packing Party” on 11/14 &15. Approx. 30 mentions of varying length were made on 
the air live between 7 am and 7 pm each day during these weeks.

11/17-24/13 – promoted Operation Christmas Child collection week
Approx. 20 mentions (total) of varying length were made on the air live between 7 am 
and 7 pm each day during this week letting people know how they could participate.

Starting 10/17/13 and continuing through 12/12/13 KANN air personalities encouraged 
listeners to collect and deliver canned goods and non-perishable food items to the 
Ogden Rescue Mission. During this 9 week period our DJ’s mentioned the food drive 
approx. 100 times, and the event was posted on the KANN website along with a list of 
suggested items to drop off.

10/7/13 – Will McGinniss of the band Audio Adrenaline, about their work in Haiti as 
founders and operators of the “Hands & Feet Orphanage.” 12 minutes - 7:35 AM and 
9:35 AM

11/29/13 - 12/10/13 – KANN DJ’s informed listeners of the opportunity to purchase 
Christmas gifts for needy children to be distributed by the Salvation Army through their 
operation Christmas Angel Project during the holiday season. Approx. 30 mentions of 
varying length were made on the air live between 6 am & 7 pm each day during these 
weeks.

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY  –  Serving as A Family This Christmas  –  Guests included 
author Bob Welch, author and singer Matthew West and author Lejla Allison shared 
stories and ideas to inspire families to serve selflessly this Christmas. Matthew West 
shared material from his book, “Give This Christmas Away: 101 Simple, thoughtful & 
Loving Ways,” and Bob Welch shared from his book, “52 Little Lessons From It’s a 
Wonderful Life.”
Aired11/5/13 at 9 pm 30 min 


